LEARN SPANISH “FACIL”
IN VENEZUELA

SPANISH LANGUAGE CENTERS

Learn Spanish Fácil in Venezuela
Discover and enjoy Venezuela, the best country to learn
Spanish. You will have the opportunity to know Venezuela,
a beautiful Caribbean country, with around three thousand
kilometers of warm and clean beaches. Venezuela is a
country with highest mountains, tropical forests, imposing
rivers, the highest waterfall in the world and a virgin jungle
fraught with amazing secrets. In short, one of the world’s
unique geographies.
Centro Venezolano de Español
welcomes you to Venezuela.
CEVES is the largest organization
in Venezuela offering Spanish
courses, with two schools in
Caracas, Venezuelan's Capital and
Puerto La Cruz, city of sun and
beaches.
Two Great Locations!
Caracas, the cosmopolitan capital of Venezuela, where
you will learn Spanish and discover a city with year-round
spring-like weather. Visit fine restaurants, select shops,
museums, parks, zoos, nightlife, theaters, and one of the
most modern underground transportation systems.
Puerto La Cruz is a city of beach and sun. It is one of the
best tourist attractions in the Caribbean. Peoples come
for the beaches and islands, and now you can come to
learn Spanish "Facil" too.
Idyllic bays, paradisiacal islands of fine sands, channels
and exquisite beaches for swimming and diving, rich fauna
and flora, and a modern infrastructure of recreation centers.
They make of Puerto La Cruz an ideal city for vacation.
Sea, beach and sun are the three principal attractions
offered in Puerto La Cruz. Now, you will learn Spanish in
this enjoyable and paradise place. Our program will enable
you to pursue your goals of learning and knowing a
fascinating culture.

Spanish a Language of growing importance
Spanish is one of the world great languages spoken by
more people every day.
The intensive Spanish Program of CENTRO
VENEZOLANO DE ESPAÑOL is suitable for your
academic, professional, commercial or social needs.
Yo u
will
take
advantage of our
outstanding teaching
method.
Our intensive but
pleasant program
systematically
combines small workshops with group discussions led
by our professional staff. This program guides students
in expanding communication and comprehension
capacity. Whether the courses are taken in small groups
or privately “Learn Spanish Fácil” will enable you to:
· Speak Spanish fluently and precisely.
· Understand "daily" Spanish.
· Write correctly and fluently.
· Read and understand.
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Learn Spanish Fácil in Venezuela
Courses in Group

Internship Program

This program has been designed to achieve a full control
of Spanish and develop skills the students will need to
speak, understand, read and write correctly.

CEVES Internship Program offers a variety of volunteer and
intern placements, in multiples areas: Ecology, Banking,
Finance, Laws, Education, Administration, Engineering, RadioTV, etc
To participate in the Internships Programs, you are required
to study Spanish at least four weeks.

The various levels of the program: Basic, Intermediate,
Advanced and Superior,
will be adjusted to the
individual needs of every
student. Each student is
evaluated the first day and
placed in the correct level
depending on his or her
previous knowledge.
Continuous evaluation
enables us to determine the achievements and
improvements of the student.
Small groups will consist of five students at the most.
Classes will be five hours per day from Monday through
Friday, for a total of twenty-five hours per week. The
teachers are professionals, selected for their experience,
background, and professional capacity. The teachers will
rotate over the day, so the students will get experience
with different accents, tones, and ways of speaking.
Modern support material will be available free of charge.
The cultural and entertainment plan will enhance the
learning process. This will include excursions to interesting
places and group activities every week including videos,
games, Latin dancing
classes
(Salsa,
Merengue), plays and
lectures, to complement
the work in class.

Private Courses
Private courses are the fastest way to learn Spanish.
Private classes, one to one, are adjusted to your needs.
The courses may be adjusted to your length of stay and
the hours a day you prefer (10 – 40 hours per week).
The school will find the
lodging of your choice.
You can start the
program on any
Monday of the year. The
student may take part
in planned cultural and
entertainment activities.

Semester Abroad Program
Semester Abroad Program is a rich academic opportunity.
The program offers Spanish language, Literature, Venezuelan
Studies, Latin American studies. Civilization/culture course.
Cultural and Entertainment Plan
Two excursions are offered every week as an efficient means
to complement the Spanish learning process. You may visit
a historic, cultural, or tourist site. You will have the opportunity
to go to beautiful places where you will have
fun
and practice Spanish all at the same time.
In addition to this, the students will have
the option to arrange on weekend tours
to: Isla de Margarita, Mérida, Puerto La
Cruz, Barlovento, Canaima, Roraima,
Gran Sabana, or any place of their
interest.
You will learn Spanish, one of the most
spoken languages in the world, and have
a chance to experience our enchanting
culture. Your visit to Venezuela could be the
most fascinating experience of your life.
Lodging
Students may stay with Venezuelan families carefully selected
for their kindness, cordiality, and hospitality. All lodging
includes a private room, breakfast, and dinner. All this leads
the student into a total
Spanish language
immersion and an
overall view of the
Venezuelan culture.
We highly recommend
this kind of lodging,
however
other
arrangements may be
made.

Book your course now, and ensure yourself a place in the
course that best suites your traveling and stay schedules.
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Our Students Opinion
I will never forget this trip and the time we spent together, teachers, and
classmates.
Reika Takeuchi. Japan
Everyone was very professional. They make me feel part of the place, and
welcomed. This trip has been good for both body and soul.
Craig Howard. USA
My stay at Mrs. Helena's house was one of the most interesting parts of
my trip to Venezuela and I am jealous of other students that will enjoy her
hospitality for a longer stay.
Andrew Brown. USA
This school is highly recommended and should be a priority for anyone
learning Spanish.
Ryan Raynor. USA
Chévere! Professionalism, disposition, quality, and affection were
the most important characteristics of my stay at the CENTRO
VENEZOLANO DE ESPAÑOL. It was my first, but not the last
experience. I have learned much more than I expected. Thanks.
Marjolaine Bergeron. Canada
The course was adjusted perfectly to our interests and
the trips, led by the teachers, covered our expectations.
The tours to the beach and to Mérida were very well
planned and we enjoyed them.
Gus Raney. USA
I want to emphasize what really impressed
me the most: the availability and
cooperation of teachers and personnel
of the Centro Venezolano de
Español.
Andrea Moerike. Germany

Centro Venezolano de Español
Venezuela 212-909-9249
USA 305-643-90-59
Toll Free 1-888-683-2485
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